In this paper the problem of producing random binary blocks for security applications is considered. Random data is collected from network time delay measurements and its quality is checked by statistical tests. A special enhancement, a system of collector-servers is proposed and its security is analysed.
1.
1. THE RANDOM DATA
Measurement set up
We have carried out extensive measurements on network time delay. Samples have been collected from two 'sources': the round trip time (RTT), measured by the standard 'ping' program and page download time from web servers. These remote points will be referred to as remote-servers (or target hosts) hereafter.
The ping "ICMP ECHO Request" resolves time in microseconds (it uses the default C "struct timeval" structure, which contains a "long" number of microseconds). Therefore typical measurements could represent the response times with two bytes.
Our other randomness-collecting program was a simple script downloading a web page each second. A web page download is a much more complicated task than a simple Echo Request. Some webpages contain dynamic data that is created from a database. We expect the webpage download times to have more randomness than a simple ping, and making it harder to anticipate its value. The web page download time was also measured in microseconds by gettimeofdate() functions.
We have made extensive measurements on the response time of different remote-servers. (ping RTT and web page download times). Our programs saved the delay times to a database, enabling many different actions on the same data to be carried out.
A simple statistical model
A simple statistical model for the measured samples is the following:
(1) where x(t) is the observed sample, s(t) is a slowly changing mean value and n(t) a random fluctuation, and t stands for the time parameter.
The mean value of RTT is typically around 2-10 milliseconds within a campus, and around 40-500 milliseconds for oversea connections. The RTT mean value depends on the Internet connectivity, on the length of the path between the two computers and on the time of day. The random component is determined by the net effect of many different factors. The net is huge and complex with continuously changing unpredictable load caused by end systems. In the end, a huge number of simultaneously changing effects determine a parameter of the net that is observed in measured samples. This can be modeled as a result obtained from a series of random variables. The first interesting question is the 'amount of randomness' in these variables.
In Table 1 . below we present a typical collection of measured values, where the type of the remote-server and elementary statistics of measured response time values (maximum, minimum, average, standard deviation) are shown. The average is significantly larger than one standard deviation in all measurements. This implies that the magnitude of the slowly changing component is -accordingly -larger than the typical range of random fluctuation. The standard deviation is well within 2 16 , suggesting that the randomness inherent in this set of population of samples will be well below 16 bits/sample, and a conservative guess would place it at 8 bits/sample at most. In order to obtain a more accurate estimate we have processed the samples in different robust, plausible ways and checked the result by statistical tests.
1.3
Processing of raw data
Our aim was to improve the randomness properties of these measured values by applying simple transformations (some of them can be found in [1] ). The following transformations were applied:
For a start, the extreme values were expurgated from the set of samples. Let the result be denoted by x'(t). We examined different plausible rules for further processing x'(t):
Rule MA: The slowly changing component s(t) has been estimated by the moving average (MA) computed over a sliding window of 20 samples. By subtracting this MA from the samples we obtain an estimate on the random component n(t). Rule MA+L_8: First we subtract the moving average from the data then with the aim of improving randomness; then the low order byte (L_8) of this estimate is taken. Rule L_8: We simply take the low order byte of x'(t). Rule LXORH: We make the XOR addition of the low order (positions 0-7) and the second low order bytes (positions 8-15). Rule L_8 +par.: The 8 bits of the low order byte are added by XOR addition to produce 1 bit random information for every input byte. Rule L_8_U_2: The upper 2 bits of the low order byte are extracted. It is elaborated upon below.
Statistical tests
For assessing the quality of the obtained random values, we applied several statistical tests. The aim of these tests is to measure the deviation of the tested random data from the ideal coin tossing sequence. [2] we used L=8 parameter due the low amount of available data. The expected value of the test for L=8 with a perfect random number generator is fTU=7.183665. Results from a good random source must not differ greatly from the expected value.
The Poker, Monobit, Runs and Longruns tests are part of the FIPS-140-1 and FIPS-140-2 standards. We used an implementation by Neal Bridges [3] . The monobit test counts the number of "1"s in a 20000-bit long bit stream. The poker test uses 20000 bits of data and tests 5000 contiguous 4-bit segments for probability. Due to the 20000-bit block length, these tests were run on more blocks of input values.
The runs test calculates the run lengths (1..5 and 6+), these "runs" have a sequence of consecutive bits of either all ones or all zeros. If the statistical result is within predefined intervals, the test passes. The long run test checks if a "run" with more than 26 bit exists in 20000 bits.
Our Chi-square goodness-of-fit-test implementation used cells defined by consecutive 8 bits (1 byte). The test doesn't succeed if the probability of the chi-square value is below about 1 percent. From 1% to 99% probability we can't say anything.
The Shannon entropy has also been calculated for 8 and 16 bits per sample. We have used some other tests too, such as [4] , with similar results.
A few characteristic results are shown in Table 2 . The first two rows of the table (/dev/rnd) contain data corresponding to the Linux standard /dev/random random number generator. It uses interrupt timing, block devices, keyboard and mouse movement to make good random numbers. The data is subject of entropy estimates and random refining tools (hash function). These rows are used for comparison purposes. The EGD_16 row is an output made by the "entropy gathering daemon" [5] program. We have modified the EGD program to use as a source of randomness 7.5bits/byte information (EGD parameter) from one of our previous tests (test no. 16 with lower 8 bits modifier). We checked the EGD's ability to produce as good statistics with our data feed as with other random sources. Table 2 lends itself to several interesting observations:
The most important observation is that network latency times have enough extractable randomness. The raw data of delay times should be subjected to randomizing transformations. Relatively simple transformations can substantially improve the quality of the randomness. As it has been guessed above, 16 bits of raw data doesn't have 16 bits of usable random data.
Certain data we used is not long enough for a rigorous analysis. For chisquare and other tests we need a number of cells with data. If we have 256 different cells, we need at least 2560 bytes of data to make a minimal test. If we use 65536 different cells, then many more samples are needed. Some random number generator tests (like diehard) need megabytes of random data. If we don't use infinite random numbers for statistical tests, there is a chance of a bad statistical decision. The amount of data we used in the tests is limited to the speed of the data collection. It is clear, however, that the delay times do have a certain amount of extractable random data.
THE RANDOMNESS-COLLECTOR-SYSTEM

Default configuration: distributed collection
The system (Fig.1) consists of a set of collector-servers (RC), which means N servers residing on different host machines spread over the net. This RCS accepts requests from clients to collect random binary data. A "Target Host" is the target of the delay measures (RTT). These measures are made by the randomness collectors (RCs). Figure 1 The randomness-collector-system
The communication path between clients and collector-servers must provide confidentiality and authenticity. This means that data transmitted from the collector-server to the clients should only be readable by the client, and the client should also be able to check the authentic origin of the received data.
One possible implementation of these security requirements can be based on public key technology. All collector-servers and clients are assigned appropriate key pairs for performing public key encryption and decryption operations. (This implies that an initial 'randomness' exists in the system) As usual, confidentiality can be ensured by public key encryption. Authenticity can be ensured by performing the decryption operation using secret keys. Available cryptographic primitives permit different solutions to be designed [7] . For example the following two-step protocol meets the above security requirements:
C→S: id, k p,C , Cert(k p,C ) ( 2 ) S→C: {M}k p,C , {M',id}k s,S where id: session identifier k p,C : public key of C k s,S : secret of S Cert(k p,C ): certificate for public key { }k: encryption in key k M: data to send M': fingerprint of data A hybrid key solution could be based on Diffie-Hellman keys. It is required that the hosts of collector-servers and clients are secure in the sense their HW/SW subsystem performing these security operations cannot be compromised. In any centralized security system the centers are sensitive parts.
After the client received N' random blocks, RC_i_rand, i=1,...,N', N'≤N, it combines them into one block. By default it calculates the XOR of all input blocks.
Access via proxies: centralization
Clients send their request to a single network element, the proxy. (sample on Fig.2 ) This proxy collects and mixes the input data that has been collected by the RCs. After obtaining random data, a connection is built with clients and the data is transmitted for further use. Such a proxy can help resource-constrained clients to decrease the computational power and network bandwidth needed for secure communications.
SECURITY ANALYSIS
Estimation of measured samples by an attacker
How accurately a physically nearby attacker could estimate the collected random samples is a vital question. As a worst case, assume that the attacker knows the actual remote connections (and also the time order of corresponding samples) and tries to replicate the procedure done by the client. We have made the following measurement regarding such an attacker:
We used one computer to collect data (pinging a host). Another computer on the same hub has used a packet sniffing software to detect the data sent by the original host. Let X and Y denote the associated random samples measured by the client and the attacker respectively. We have calculated the conditional Shannon entropy H(X|Y), which measures the ambiguity about the actual value of X for the attacker, when Y is known to him. Consider the following model: (3) where x(t) is observed by the client, a(t) is observed by the attacker, h(t) is the value at the hub, components r c (t) and r a (t) are produced by the 
The difference between data collected by the client and the attacker is the difference of time delays caused by the hosts. Therefore we calculated the conditional entropy where the equality is obtained from the independence of effects generating variable a(t) and variables r c (t) and r a (t). It is a plausible assumption that variables r c (t) and r a (t) are independent and identically distributed random variables, therefore the conditional entropy is between values H(r c (t)) (= H(r a (t)) ) and 2H(r c (t)). The value of conditional entropy is generated by two sources, while the value of variable x(t) is affected only by one of them.
We have measured H(X|Y)=5.3 (delay times to server no. 8). This means that even a nearby attacker, who is able to track the collecting activity of the client, experiences a fairly high ambiguity about the random values seen by the client.
The test with the L_8_U_2 modifier uses just the upper 2 bits of the low order byte. We expect that it doesn't contain randomness from the hardware (r c (t) and r a (t)), only randomness from the network.
Protecting RCs from attacks
Protecting RCS from sniffing It is assumed that an attacker is technically able to silently track our measurements launched from a given (known) host on the net. The RCs are collecting random data from different Internet connections. If anyone can sniff the Internet connectivity of an RC, the information in the time delay might compromised. We can conservatively assume that such kind of attack against a machine hosting a collector-server cannot be prevented.
However such an attacker must be physically (propagation time) close to the measuring machine. Therefore it is a plausible assumption that this capability of the attacker should exponentially decrease with the number of machines from which the measurement is simultaneously carried out. Consider the following simple statistical model. Assume that an attacker is able to track measurements from RCS independently and the probability that he can track a given machine is p, 0<p<1. Consequently P(an attacker can track j machines simultaneously)= B(p,N,j), where j=1,2,…N and B is the binomial distribution with parameters p and N.. Here p is typically a low value, say p<1/30 could be considered a very conservative estimate (calculations based on [6] Hiding association between measured samples and clients The servers in the system collect random data for lots of simultaneous requests. Because the servers own secret keys, they can distribute the random samples among requesters. If the system is centralized, then the center could perform this task of distribution.
It is easy to see that enhancing the system with such a properly working (i.e. preloaded with lots of requests) association hiding option substantially decreases the risk of attackers sniffing around the inputs of collectors.
Attacking communication path between clients and servers When an attacker is interested in a specific client, it is plausible that instead of attacking lots of collectors spread over the net, he would try to get close to the client with the aim of observation and/or manipulation of random data arriving from the collector system. The data should be protected against the following attacks: eavesdropping, fabrication of bogus message and replay of old compromised messages. The needed cryptographic technology is available and well elaborated [7] . We can protect the data against eavesdropping by applying encryption. (Note that the used encryption technique can be unique because after decrypting the message we don't have to get the same random data as the original.) Using secret keys can prevent fabrication of a message. Insertion of nonce values (e.g. session identifier) into the messages can prevent the third type of attack.
Compromising the hosts of servers and clients It is assumed that the servers and clients can protect their secret keys from an attacker. The whole RCS needs a proper initialization. If a part of the subnet is compromised, then the compromised keys should be changed and the system should be verified against backdoors as in the case of other Internet servers.
DoS attack against the servers It is well known that the Internet is unfortunately highly vulnerable to DoS attacks. Our distributed collector system shows some structurally inherent robustness against DoS attacks. A centralized configuration is much more vulnerable.
The amount of randomness Network delay is going to be smaller and smaller. If we have very fast Internet connections, there is less randomness in network time delays. In fact, network delays won't go under a minimum, which is the speed of light. An Internet connection around the planet can be 20.000 km, which needs about 66 milliseconds. On the other hand, as the network links get faster, lines carry ever-increasing numbers of connections that add more randomness in network time delay variation. QoS may be a concern, as it enforces rules for network time delay variation, but not with infinite precision (and QoS is often only available on small subnetworks, not in general use).
Different platforms use different hardware and different hardware clocks, which have an effect on the collected data. On many systems, the clock does not resolve time to microseconds, etc. We are not saying that every operating system and every computer is fit to be an RC. We need RCs for clients that are unable to make good random numbers for themselves, so we can prescribe even microsecond capability on the RC hardware. To eliminate problems in the lower bits of the time delay, we use the bit mixing functions as described.
Limited usage of randomness
The random data is protected by some kind of cipher algorithm from the randomness collector to the client host. If the client gets N random bits, but the channel is protected with a cipher with a key size of M, then an exhausting attack for an application that uses the N random bits should run with a maximum of 2 min(N,M) trials, assuming the presence of an eavesdropper on the network.
For this reason, the random data generated by the random network should not be used to make larger keys than the strength of the cipher that protects the submitted random data. Using mixing functions with initialization keys or combining the system with various other random source and other solutions could help to lower the chance of the random data getting compromised. With some modifications on the model (special use of random data source, selecting-mixing, etc.) we can enhance the effect of the encryption. With such modifications an attacker would have to try much more possibilities than 2 min(N,M) .
4.
